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With Smart Crowd Solar you can buy and sell renewable energy using blockchain

We are a software and hardware producer of Smart Meters with disaggregation and AI

Distributed generation of renewable energy will boom in the next years in the developed countries.
We are a PV investor company with an i+d lab for developing new technologies.

Renewable energy engineers, Blockchain Developers, Business development professionals and creative/sales/marketing team
Proposal Introduction (1)
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Smart Grids and blockchain technology are changing the way we think about utilities.

Wholesale big markets will be disrupted with distributed generation and prosumers empowerment.

New technology like blockchain, smart contracts, smart metering are making extremely dynamic a business that hasn't change in the last few decades.
Proposal Introduction (2)
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Smart Metering already in market

Renewable Generation Metering on the way
(2 to 6 month)

Blockchain Smart Contracts on the way
(3 to 6 months)

Smart Grid and Micro Grid turnkey project
(Isolation, installation, connection, ROI)
Partners
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Green Planet (PV Installation)
ANPIER (Renewable Association)
Kill Draper (Business Development)
Mirubee (Smart Metering)
CrowdEconomy Spanish Association

Looking for financial muscle to go faster, stronger, further
For more information and for interest to participate please contact:

Nicolás Hure  
nicolas@smartcrowd.solar  
+34675122254  
Sopelana 11, 28023, Madrid.  
SmartCrowd.Solar